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Abstract

Learning to program is notoriously difficult. Substan-
tial failure rates plague introductory programming
courses the world over, and have increased rather than
decreased over the years. Despite a great deal of re-
search into teaching methods and student responses,
there have been to date no strong predictors of success
in learning to program.

Two years ago we appeared to have discovered an
exciting and enigmatic new predictor of success in a
first programming course. We now report that after
six experiments, involving more than 500 students at
six institutions in three countries, the predictive effect
of our test has failed to live up to that early promise.
We discuss the strength of the effects that have been
observed and the reasons for some apparent failures
of prediction.
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1 Introduction

Despite numerous counterexamples, it appears nor-
mal to believe that with careful teaching, adequate
motivation and sufficient time, anybody can learn
anything. Some teachers would make an exception
for mathematics, others for music or art, while many
programming teachers would make an exception for
programming. The ability to read and write programs
is widely held to be essential for study in computer
science, but a significant proportion of those attempt-
ing a first university course in programming fail to
learn these skills.

Part of the problem is that the subject is not
widely taught at school, so undergraduates arrive
without having being streamed into those who can
do well and those who can’t. A reasonable predictor
of success in learning to program would be invalu-
able here – just as, before computer science gradu-
ates became widely available, a reasonable predictor
of programming ability would have been invaluable
when recruiting workers for the computer industry.
The need has been obvious throughout the entire half
century or so that the industry has existed and the
four decades or so that the subject has been taught,
yet, despite considerable research, no adequate pre-
dictors have yet emerged.

The problem is that there is not a simple dis-
tribution of ability, some being merely better than
others. It really seems that a significant proportion
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never learn to program during their university course,
as reported by McCracken et al. (2001), for exam-
ple. A strongly bimodal distribution of marks in the
first programming course is frequently reported anec-
dotally, and corresponds to our experience in several
different academic institutions over a considerable pe-
riod of time.

Attempts to predict programming success often
begin with the intuitions of individual researchers,
among whom Soloway was a pioneer. Adelson &
Soloway (1985) reported that familiarity with the
problem domain helps novices to understand the pro-
gramming problems that they are asked to solve. Per-
haps less obviously, Soloway & Spohrer (1989) con-
cluded that skill in natural language seemed to have a
great deal of impact on students’ conceptions and mis-
conceptions of programming. In a result that some
would find counter-intuitive, Bonar & Soloway (1985)
put forward evidence to support the startling theory
that prior knowledge of one programming language
has a negative impact on novices’ attempts to pro-
gram in a second language. Other researchers (van
Someren 1990, Mayer 1992, Canas et al. 1994) con-
cluded that people who know how their programs
work are more successful than those who do not.

Hand in hand with the search for predictors of suc-
cess was the more pragmatic approach of developing
techniques or tools to make programming easier for
all novices. Some, for example Bornat (1986), chose
to teach programming by way of formal reasoning.
If expert programmers could justify their programs,
perhaps novices could be taught to program by first
learning to formalise their reasoning. Others devised
integrated development environments (IDEs) in the
hope that a point-and-click environment would free
novices from the minutiae and leave them to concen-
trate on the algorithms (Kölling et al. 2003, Vaughan-
Nichols 2003). Yet others devised ways of measuring
the relative difficulty of different programming lan-
guages (Green 1997), or designed whole new program-
ming languages, for example LOGO (Papert 1980)
and Miranda (Turner 1985), intended to simplify the
task of programming. Despite massive efforts in all of
these directions, there is no evidence that these initia-
tives have had any significant impact on the success
rate among novices.

Another approach involved studying the problems
encountered by novice programmers, either categoris-
ing the problems explicitly and discovering that they
fall into a handful of types (Bonar & Soloway 1983)
or, at a more abstract level, categorising the deeper
domains in which the mistakes lie (du Boulay 1986).

A final approach explored the way in which novices
and/or experts go about solving problems. Putnam
et al. (1986) found that novices’ misconceptions about
the capabilities of computers could have a massive
negative impact on their success at programming.
Pennington (1987) discovered that, despite the ad-



monition of the computer science establishment to
construct programs top down, experts build them
bottom-up. Perkins et al. (1989) described different
problem-solving strategies used by novices. Murnane
(1993) related programming to psychological theories,
specifically Chomsky’s notion of natural language ac-
quisition and Piaget’s theories of education.

Johnson-Laird (1975) contributed the idea of men-
tal models to the study of people’s competence in de-
ductive reasoning, proposing that individuals reason
by carrying out three fundamental steps:

1. They imagine a state of affairs in which the
premises are true – i.e. they construct a men-
tal model of them.

2. They formulate, if possible, an informative con-
clusion that is true in the model.

3. They check for an alternative model of the
premises in which the putative conclusion is false.
If there is no such model, then the conclusion is
a valid inference from the premises.

Johnson-Laird & Steedman (1978) implemented the
theory in a computer program that made deductions
from singly-quantified assertions, and its predictions
about the relative difficulty of such problems were
strikingly confirmed: the greater the number of mod-
els that have to be constructed in order to draw the
correct conclusion, the harder the task. Johnson-
Laird concluded that comprehension is a process of
constructing a mental model (Johnson-Laird 1981),
and set out his theory in an influential book (Johnson-
Laird 1983). Since then he has applied the idea to
reasoning about Boolean circuitry (Bauer & Johnson-
Laird 1993) and to reasoning in modal logic (Johnson-
Laird & Bell 1997).

This paper does not seek to explain the difficulties
faced by novices, neither does it propose a remedy.
Instead we investigate a possible predictor of success
in a first programming course – which, as pointed out
by Simon et al. (2006), is the only effective measure of
programming aptitude that is available in large-scale
educational experiments.

Our predictor is based on a study of mental models
of simple program operations. We find some regular-
ity in the way that these models are used, even in
students not previously exposed to programming or
to programming languages. Our first results showed
a surprising correlation between this regularity and
scores in programming examinations.

In what follows we describe the test and its admin-
istration, and explore the results of six experiments.

2 The test

From experience it appears that there are two ma-
jor hurdles which trip up novices in a first course on
imperative programming.1 In the order they are in-
troduced in a conventional imperative-programming
course they are:

1. assignment and sequence;

2. recursion / iteration;

There are other hurdles between and beyond these
two, but it is at these that novices most obviously
stumble. The second hurdle surprises nobody: recur-
sion is conceptually difficult, and the proper treat-
ment of iteration is mathematically complicated. As-
signment and sequence, on the other hand, hardly

1Functional and logical programming novices face different hur-
dles. We focus on imperative programming because it is the ma-
jority experience at present.

look as if they should be hurdles at all: storage
of/remembering information and doing one thing af-
ter another are part of everyday patterns of life and
thought, and you might have expected (as at first
do most teachers) that students’ experience could be
analogised into some kind of programming expertise.
Not so: it is a real hurdle, which many fail to sur-
mount, and it comes at the very beginning of most
programming courses. We decided to investigate it.

Our first intention was to observe the mental mod-
els that students used when thinking about assign-
ment instructions and short sequences of assignments.
We did not use Johnson-Laird’s theories of deductive
reasoning directly, but we assumed that our subjects,
in answering questions about a computer program,
would necessarily use a mental model of the activity
described by the program. We hoped to be able to
find out what those models are, and to track changes
over time.

We expected that our novices would initially dis-
play a wide range of mental models, but that as time
went by the ones who were successfully learning to
program would converge on a model that corresponds
to the way that a program actually works in the lan-
guage that they are being taught. So we planned to
administer a test just after the students had begun to
be taught about assignment and sequence, near the
beginning of their course, then a second time to the
same subjects after the topic had been dealt with, and
then a third time just before the examination. We ex-
pected to correlate the results of these three admin-
istrations with each other and also with the subjects’
marks in the official end-of-course examination.

Dehnadi devised a test, with questions as illus-
trated in figure 1. Each question gives a sample Java
program, declaring two or three variables and exe-
cuting up to three variable-to-variable assignment in-
structions. We had some prior notion, from our teach-
ing experience, of the ways that a novice might un-
derstand the programs, and Dehnadi devised mental
models accordingly (see table 1).

When a question includes more than one assign-
ment, as in figure 2, things are more complicated. In
addition to a model of assignment, subjects must use
a model of statement juxtaposition. We have encoun-
tered only three, shown in table 2. Model S1 is the
normal model of imperative programming. Models S2
and S3 are widely used by novices, though.

To accommodate the combination of assignment
and juxtaposition models, there are many plausible
answers for questions with multiple assignments. The
answer sheet for such a question, shown in figure 3,
is correspondingly complicated. Note that S1, the
default model, is represented by a blank (so, for ex-
ample, M1 in the first row means assignment model
M1 with juxtaposition model S1). There are a num-
ber of multi-tick answers, because for example a re-
spondent diligently using model M10 (equality) would
tick the seventh box (a = b = c = 5) and would also
write in additional outcomes of a = b = c = 3 and
a = b = c = 7. In addition, some of the single-tick
answers correspond ambiguously to several possible
models.

In order to resolve that ambiguity in interpreting
answers, we use the mark sheet shown in figure 4.
This summarises all the information about a subject.
Notionally we mark ambiguous replies in pencil, later
inking the marks that maximise membership of a sin-
gle column. We also mark the use of juxtaposition
models. Once again, S1 is unmarked.

All the current test instruments are available from
Dehnadi (2006). Students are allowed as long as they
want to complete the test. We have found that they
generally finish within 10 or 15 minutes.



 

 

1.  Read the following statements and 

tick the box next to the correct answer 

in the next column.     

 
int  a = 10; 

int  b = 20; 

 

a = b; 

   

 

The new values of a and b are: 

 

! a = 10      b = 10        

! a = 30      b = 20  

! a = 0       b = 10          

! a = 20      b = 20             

! a = 0       b = 30      

! a = 10      b = 20      

! a = 20      b = 10      

! a = 20      b =  0 

! a = 10      b = 30      

! a = 30      b =  0      

 

Any other values for a and b: 

 

           a  =                     b =                        

           a  =                     b =                        

           a  =                     b =               

 

 

Use this column for your 

rough notes please   

Figure 1: A test question with a single assignment

Table 1: Anticipated mental models of assignment a=b

M1. Value moves from right to left (a←b and b←0 – eighth line in figure 1).

M2. Value copied from right to left (a←b – fourth line of figure 1, and the ‘correct’ answer in Java).

M3. Value moves from left to right (b←a and a←0 – third line of figure 1).

M4. Value copied from left to right (b←a – first line of figure 1, a reversed version of the ‘correct’
answer).

M5. Right-hand value added to left (a←a+b – second line of figure 1).

M6. Right-hand value extracted and added to left (a←a+b and b←0 – tenth line of figure 1).

M7. Left-hand value added to right (b←a+b – ninth line of figure 1).

M8. Left-hand value extracted and added to right (b←a+b and a←0 – fifth line of figure 1).

M9. Nothing happens (sixth line of figure 1).

M10. A test of equality (first and fourth lines of figure 1).

M11. Variables swap values (seventh line in figure 1).

Table 2: Anticipated mental models of statement juxtaposition

S1. [sequence] The first assignment has its effect with initial values, then the second with the values
produced by the first. (One effect is reported; the corresponding box is ticked.)

S2. [simultaneous, multiple] Each assignment takes effect using the initial values of variables. (All
effects are reported; the boxes corresponding to each effect are ticked.)

S3. [simultaneous, single] Each assignment takes effect using the initial values of variables, but only the
effects on the destination side are reported. (One overall effect is reported; the corresponding box
is ticked.)



2.1 Assessment of consistency

The object of the test is to assess consistency in the
use of assignment models. For that reason we at-
tempt to maximise the number of marks in a single
column by helpful interpretation of ambiguous an-
swers. Then, in the row labelled C0, we total the
marks in each column. A subject who has more than
eight marks in a single column is assessed consistent
at level C0. In an attempt to accommodate lower
levels of consistency, we allow some variation across
what we judge are cognitively similar models. Thus
models M1 and M2, which differ only in whether the
source variable becomes zero, are combined at level
C1, and similarly other pairs of models. C2 combines
four related models, and finally C3 distinguishes be-
tween the eight assignment-related models and the
three others.

A subject who scores eight or more in one col-
umn of Cn, but not at Cn-1, is assessed consistent
at Cn. We note that it is possible for a respondent
to be classified as C3 by giving eight answers that
comprise eight different models, so this is clearly an
extremely weak measure of consistency. However, al-
though in discussing our experiments we do mention
levels C1-C3, the results that we present in this paper
distinguish only students consistent at level C0.

Our current analysis pays little attention to which
model of sequence is used by a consistent student,
except to distinguish the group CM2, which has the
correct Java models of assignment and sequence (see
section 3.2 for a discussion of this group).

2.2 A test of invention

Notwithstanding our original intention of mapping
the change in subjects’ models, after seeing our initial
results we decided to administer the test to subjects
who have, ideally, no prior exposure to programming
or to programming languages. We do expect, how-
ever, that they have encountered secondary-school al-
gebra and are familiar with algebraic formulae.

We do not seek with this test to judge respon-
dents according to the model they use. Rather, we
test how they respond to questions which are about
a mathematical system – a programming language –
that they have not encountered before. No explana-
tion is given about the meaning of the questions. The
decision of the Java designers to use the equality sign
‘=’ to indicate assignment,2 as in column 1 of the
questions, means that apart from the word ‘int’ and
the various semicolons, the formulae employed will be
reasonably familiar to anybody who has encountered
secondary-school algebra. That is, our respondents
will have some notion of what x=y might mean, and
will use that knowledge in guessing what box to tick
in column 2. Incidentally, in the middle column the
equality sign is used algebraically rather than Jav-
ishly.

Viewed strictly as algebra the programs are pretty
nonsensical. But the question asks what the ‘new val-
ues’ of variables might be, and many subjects seem to
respond by regarding the program as something that
produces a change. Thus we are measuring the abil-
ity (and the inclination) to guess an answer. The test
is unusual, we believe, in that to the complete novice
the questions are strictly meaningless yet each has
only a limited number of systematic answers, using
the models listed in the tables.

2As computer scientists we normally excoriate this appalling
design decision, but here we are able to benefit from it.

3 Experiments

3.1 Experiment 1: Barnet College and Mid-
dlesex University

The test was first administered by Dehnadi to about
30 students on a further-education programming
course at Barnet College. As the initial intention was
to track changes in subjects’ mental models, Dehnadi
decided to first investigate these models before the
students had received any programming teaching what-
soever – that is, in week 0 of the course. In the early
version of the test that was used for this experiment,
two models – M7 and M8 – were accidentally omit-
ted from the questions and the analysis; assessment
of consistency was subjective; previous programming
experience, education, age and sex weren’t recorded;
and the overall assessment was into three categories
(consistent, inconsistent and blank). Dehnadi inter-
viewed half of the students before admission, and
taught them all. It was his impression (though in
this experiment the questionnaire did not record the
necessary details) that few if any had any previous
contact with programming, and that all had enough
school mathematics to make the equality sign famil-
iar.

The same test was then administered to about 30
students in the first-year programming course at Mid-
dlesex University, once again before they had received
any programming teaching. They were mostly male,
aged about 18-20, from the middle range of educa-
tional attainment in the UK. Dehnadi tutored them
but did not teach the course. It was his impression
(again without any recorded evidence) that they had
had little or no contact with programming but had re-
ceived school mathematics teaching. The data from
the second Middlesex experiment (experiment 3, sec-
tion 3.3) suggests that this may be a mistaken as-
sumption.

This experiment is reported in Dehnadi (2006), so
here we will briefly summarise its findings. Because
the test asked subjects about the effects of simple pro-
grams, at a stage when they hadn’t encountered any
programs at all, we did not expect that they would be
using the models of assignment and juxtaposition that
they would later be taught. We discovered instead a
subdivision into three groups in the first administra-
tion of the test.

• 27 subjects (44%) used the same models for all,
or almost all, of the questions. We call this the
consistent group (C).

• 24 subjects (39%) used different models for differ-
ent questions. We call this the the inconsistent
group (I).

• The remaining five subjects (8%) failed to answer
all or almost all of the questions. We call this the
blank group (B).

We did not interview our subjects to determine
anything about their group membership, so we do
not know whether students chose consciously or un-
consciously to follow one strategy or another, nor how
conscious choices (if any) were motivated, nor what
any particular choice meant to a subject who made
it.

For reasons addressed in Dehnadi (2006), we de-
cided to investigate the correlation between respon-
dents’ categorisation (C/I/B) in the consistency test
and their marks in the second in-course exam.

The pass/fail statistics for this experiment are
shown in table 3. Overall the failure rate was 37%,
but in the consistent group it was only 11%, in the in-
consistent group it was 65%, and in the blank group



 

 

7.   Read the following statements and 

tick the box next to the correct answer 

in the next column.  

 
int   a =  5; 

int   b =  3; 

int   c =  7; 

 

a  =  c; 

b  =  a; 

c  =  b; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The new values of a and b and c are: 

 
! a =  3   b =  5   c =  5      

! a =  3   b =  3   c =  3      

! a = 12   b = 14   c = 22      

! a =  8   b = 15   c = 12      

! a =  7   b =  7   c =  7      

! a =  5   b =  3   c =  7            

! a =  5   b =  5   c =  5      

! a =  7   b =  5   c =  3      

! a =  3   b =  7   c =  5      

! a = 12   b =  8   c = 10      

! a = 10   b =  8   c = 12      

! a =  0   b =  0   c =  7      

! a =  0   b =  0   c = 15      

! a =  3   b = 12   c =  0      

! a =  3   b =  5   c =  7      

 

Any other values for a and b and c : 

 
    a =     b =       c =             

    a =     b =       c =        

    a =     b =       c =       

 

 

Figure 2: A test question with three assignments

 
Question Answer(s) Model(s) 

a =  0   b =  0   c =  7 M1 
a =  7   b =  5   c =  3  M1 S3 / M2 S3 / M11 S3 
a =  7   b =  7   c =  7   M2 
a =  3   b =  5   c =  5 M3, M4 
a =  3   b =  7   c =  5 M3 S3 / M4 S3 
a = 12   b = 14   c = 22   M5 
a = 12   b =  8   c = 10 M5 S3 / M6 S3 
a =  0   b =  0   c = 15 M6 
a =  8   b =  15  c = 12 M7 
a = 10   b =  8   c = 12  M7 S3 / M8 S3 
a =  3   b = 12   c =  0   M8 
a =  5   b =  3   c =  7   M9 
a =  3   b =  5   c =  7 M11 
a =  5   b =  5   c =  5   
a =  3   b =  3   c =  3 
a =  7   b =  7   c =  7   

M10 

a =  7   b =  3   c =  0   
a =  0   b =  5   c =  7   
a =  5   b =  3   c =  3   

M1 S2 

a =  7   b =  3   c =  7   
a =  5   b =  5   c =  7   
a =  5   b =  3   c =  3   

M2 S2 

a =  0   b =  3   c =  5 
a =  3   b =  0   c =  7 
a =  5   b =  7   c =  0 

M3 S2 

a =  5   b =  3   c =  5   
a =  3   b =  3   c =  7   
a =  5   b =  7   c =  7 

M4 S2 

a = 12   b =  3   c =  7   
a =  5   b =  8   c =  7  
b =  3   c = 10   

M5 S2 

a = 12   b =  3   c =  0 
a =  0   b =  8   c =  7  
a =  5   b =  0   c = 10  

M6 S2 

a =  5   b =  3   c = 12   
a =  8   b =  3   c =  7 
a =  5   b = 10   c =  7 

M7 S2 

a =  0   b =  3   c = 12 
a =  8   b =  0   c =  7  
a =  5   b =  10  c =  0 

M8 S2 

 
7. 
 

int   a =  5; 
int   b =  3; 
int   c =  7; 

 
a  =  c; 
b  =  a; 
c  =  b; 

a =  7   b =  3   c =  5 
a =  3   b =  5   c =  7 
a =  5   b =  7   c =  3 

M11 S2 

 

Figure 3: Answer sheet, with ambiguous assessments



Assignment No 
effect 

Equal 
sign 

Swap 
values 

Assign-to-left Assign-to-right Add-Assign-to-
left 

Add-Assign-to-
right Questions 

Lose-
value 
(M1) 
/S2 /S3 

Keep-
value 
(M2) 
/S2 /S3 

Lose-
value 
(M3) 
/S2 /S3 

Keep-
value 
(M4) 
/S2 /S3 

Keep-
value 
(M5) 
/S2 /S3 

Lose-
value 
(M6) 
/S2 /S3 

Keep-
value 
(M7) 
/S2 /S3 

Lose-
value 
(M8) 
/S2 /S3 

Values 
don't 

change   
(M9) 

/S2 

Assign 
means 
equal 
(M10) 

/S2 

 
Swap 
values 
(M11) 
/S2 /S3 

Remarks (including participants’ 
working notes) 

1           
2           
3      
4      
5    
6    
7    
8    
9    

10    
11    
12    

C0            
C1     
C2   
C3  

 

 

 

Figure 4: Mark sheet allowing for judgement of level of consistency

Table 3: Experiment 1: Consistency against pass/fail
results in second in-course exam

Pass Fail
Consistent 23 3 26

Inconsistent 8 15 23
Blank 6 4 10

37 22 59

40%. The correlation is significant by the χ2 test3

(p ≤ 0.001).
Pass/fail statistics can be distorted relatively eas-

ily by moving the mark boundary. An analysis of vari-
ance4 is fairer: it shows that the difference between
the groups is significant (p < 0.001), with R2 = 0.255,
that the C group is significantly different from the I
group (p < 0.001) and from the B group (p ≤ 0.016),
but that the I and B groups aren’t significantly dif-
ferent (p ≤ 0.445).

We might consider making an argument that an
R2 value of 0.255 is not to be sneezed at in an ed-
ucational context, where success and failure have so
many causes, but it does not trumpet success, and in
the experiments below we restrict our discussion to
the simpler χ2 test of significance. We note, however,
that the ANOVA significance measurements do not
in any instance contradict those which we report.

3The χ2 test is a standard statistical tool applied to data
counted into categories, as we have counted students into consis-
tent/inconsistent/blank and into pass/fail. Where the numbers in
the categories appear to be dependent, for example membership
of the consistent group appears related to membership of the pass
group, the test helps to decide whether this apparent dependence
is likely to be reflected in the whole population. The figure gen-
erally reported is p, a measure of the likelihood that the apparent
dependence is coincidental. The accepted standard to which we are
working is that a result is significant if p < 0.05; in loose terms,
there is less than 5% chance that the observed effect is coincidental.

4An analysis of variance, ANOVA, is a standard statistical tool
that determines whether there is a significant difference between
the means of two or more groups in a population. The figures gen-
erally reported are R2, a measure of the strength of the correlation
between group membership and the differing scores, and p, a mea-
sure of the significance of the difference. The accepted standard to
which we are working is that a difference is significant if p < 0.05;
in loose terms, there is less than 5% chance that the observed dif-
ference is coincidental. However, even a strong significance does
not tell us much if the correlation is weak.

Table 4: Expt 1: Pass/fail statistics for test 1 group-
ing and test 2 correctness

Test 1 (wk 0) Test 2 (wk 3) Pass Fail
consistent correct 20 0 20

blank correct 3 0 3
inconsistent correct 3 2 5
consistent incorrect 3 3 6

blank incorrect 3 4 7
inconsistent incorrect 5 13 18

37 22 59

3.1.1 Week 3 test

In an aside to experiment 1, the same subjects were
given the same test again in week 3 of the course, af-
ter assignment and sequence had been taught. There
were no blank returns; all but two of the consis-
tent group remained consistent; half of the other
groups became consistent. In this test we recorded
not only consistency but also correctness (use of M2
and S1 models). Table 4 shows that 93% of those
who scored correctly in this test passed the second
in-course exam, against only 35% of those who scored
incorrectly. An analysis of variance shows significance
as before p < 0.001) and the correct/incorrect classi-
fication explains more of the variance (R2 = 0.442).

3.2 Experiment 2: The University of New-
castle

The second experiment was carried out by Simon at
the University of Newcastle, Australia. During this
experiment the test instruments were refined and im-
proved, and questions about previous programming
experience, previous programming courses, age and
sex were added to the questionnaire.

The test was administered once, before the course
began. There were 90 subjects, of whom 19 withdrew
or failed to attend the examination, leaving 71 for
analysis.

3.2.1 Test results

43 subjects were assessed as C0 (eight questions or
more with a single model), four C1 (eight questions or
more with two related models), one C2 (four models),



Table 5: Experiment 2: Consistency against pass/fail
results

Pass Fail
consistent (CM2) 24 3 27
consistent (C0) 10 6 16

other 13 15 28
47 24 71

Table 6: Experiment 2: Consistency against pass/fail
results, split by previous programming experience

Programmed before = yes
Pass Fail

consistent (CM2) 20 2 22
consistent (C0) 6 5 11

other 3 10 13
29 17 46

Programmed before = no
Pass Fail

consistent (CM2) 2 1 3
consistent (C0) 2 0 2

other 9 5 14
13 6 19

five C3 (more than four models M1-M8), 17 inconsis-
tent and one blank. As in experiment 1, C0 was by
far the largest group. The most striking feature of the
data, however, is that in the C0 group 33 subjects out
of 43 used the correct models (M2, S1) of assignment
and juxtaposition before the course started. We shall
henceforth refer to this group as CM2. All but four of
the CM2 group indicated that they had had previous
programming experience.

3.2.2 Assessment of programming skill

We had access to all the course marks of the subjects:
two practical tests, two assignments, an examination
and a mark combining all of those. In our analysis
we used the combined mark. As well as a numerical
mark, the students were given grades of FF (fail),
P (pass), C (credit), D (distinction) and HD (high
distinction).

3.2.3 Data analysis

Correlating grades with fine consistency grading gives
a table too sparse to analyse: combining columns P,
C, D and HD into ‘Pass’ and rendering FF as ‘Fail’,
and separating out those who appear to have the cor-
rect models of assignment and sequence before start-
ing the course, gives table 5. There is χ2 significance
overall (p ≤ 0.001), but this disappears if the CM2
row is left out of the calculation (p ≤ 0.30).

But simply to ignore the CM2 group is not enough:
they are the successful fraction of those who have at-
tempted to learn to program before. What about the
unsuccessful fraction? If the result of the week 3 test
in the first experiment (section 3.1.1) is indicative,
those who have failed to learn the correct models for
assignment and sequence might be expected to fail at
this second attempt.

If we take into account subjects’ response to the
question about prior programming experience, we de-
rive the two tables in table 6 (67 subjects, because
four failed to report either way). The first table is
significant (p ≤ 0.001), and that shows the same re-
sult as in table 4: those who have tried to learn to
program but failed to learn the models of assignment

Table 7: Experiment 3: Consistency against pass/fail
results, split by previous programming experience

Programmed before = yes
Pass Fail

consistent (CM2) 8 0 8
consistent (C0) 6 2 8

other 11 7 18
25 9 34

Programmed before = no
Pass Fail

consistent (C0) 8 4 12
other 18 7 25

26 11 37

and sequence aren’t likely to do well. The second ta-
ble cannot be subjected to χ2 analysis, because num-
bers are too small.

We get similar results if we further refine the data
by looking at the answer to the question about prior
instruction in programming: out of the four sub-
groups, the only one to show significance is those who
have programmed and have taken a prior course (31
subjects, p ≤ 0.044), but the other groups are too
small for χ2 analysis. Intriguingly, but insignificantly
because of the size of the sample, the group who re-
port prior experience in programming but no prior
instruction split perfectly: all four inconsistent fail,
all nine consistent pass (including seven CM2).

At first sight the discovery that two-thirds of the
subjects have prior programming experience, leaving
too few inexperienced subjects for proper analysis,
might suggest that there is nothing to learn from this
experiment. Certainly we can’t use it to support our
hypothesis that consistency in our test predicts suc-
cess in the course. But we can see, in measuring those
with prior experience, that mental models of assign-
ment and sequence do seem to have something to do
with the matter.

3.3 Experiment 3: Middlesex University

Dehnadi administered the refined test instrument to
118 subjects at Middlesex University in September
2006. The test was administered once, before the
course began.

3.3.1 Test results

41 subjects (35%) were rated C0; three (2.5%) were
C1; ten (8.5%) were C2; eighteen (15%) were C3; 28
(24%) were inconsistent and 18 (15%) blank. Eleven
of the C0 group (27% of the group, 9% of the total)
already had the correct models of assignment and jux-
taposition (CM2).

As in the first experiment we have analysed the
results of the second, more technical, in-course exam-
ination. This examination was taken by 75 students,
the remainder having withdrawn from the course. Ta-
ble 7 sets out the results in the same form as the
second experiment.

These results seem a blow against our hypothesis
that consistency in the test predicts novices’ success
in the course. There is no significance in the results
of those without experience (indeed, the failure rates
are almost identical for the two groups). The other
group does show significance in ANOVA (p < 0.0005,
R2 = 0.496), which disappears when the CM2 group
is removed, once again supporting the hypothesis that
mastery of assignment and sequence is predictive of
success.



Table 8: Experiment 4: Consistency against pass/fail
results, split by previous programming experience

Programmed before = yes
Pass Fail

consistent (CM2) 8 0 8
consistent (C0) 7 1 8

other 0 1 1
15 2 17

Programmed before = no
Pass Fail

consistent (CM2) 2 2 4
consistent (C0) 22 1 23

other 7 7 14
31 10 41

3.4 Experiment 4: University of Sheffield

The refined test was administered to 58 subjects
by Peter Rockett (p.rockett@sheffield.ac.uk). Twelve
students were CM2, 31 C0, 2 C3, 12 inconsistent and
1 blank. Unlike other experiments, which were all in
computer science departments, this test was carried
out in an electrical engineering department.

Pass/fail data is shown in table 8. One notable
feature is the low failure rate overall (21%). Because
of the low failure rates we cannot rely on χ2 signifi-
cance (p < 0.014 for the yes group, p < 0.003 for the
no group): an ANOVA analysis shows significance
(p < 0.055 and p < 0.007 respectively), but with low
explanation of variance (R2 = 0.339 and 0.233 respec-
tively).

3.5 Anomalous experiments

The first experimental result, without statistical anal-
ysis, was publicised on the web by Bornat and
Dehnadi, and in that publication they made strong
claims for its importance. In response to this and to
Dehnadi’s subsequent paper (Dehnadi 2006), several
people volunteered to try the test in their own insti-
tutions.

At the University of York, UK, Berbatov (2007)
tested 104 subjects, of whom all but 14 used the cor-
rect models before his course. No significant differ-
ences were found between consistency groups.

At the University of Aarhus, Caspersen et al.
(2007) tested 142 subjects, of whom 124 rated C0,
almost all of them CM2, and only six failed the exami-
nation. No significant differences were found between
consistency groups.

At the Royal School of Signals, UK, Wray (2007)
tested 19 subjects, five months after the end of their
programming course. All but one scored perfectly
CM2 (the one got one question wrong).

Each of these experiments essentially investigates
subjects who have experience of programming and
can answer the questions in our test with knowledge
of the programming language involved. These are not
the circumstances for which the test was devised, in
which only a minority have prior instruction or expe-
rience. We do not, therefore, feel that it is helpful to
examine their data in more detail.

4 Summary and discussion of significant re-
sults

In experiment 1, involving 60 subjects at Barnet Col-
lege and Middlesex University, we found significant
differences over the three groups C, B, and I, over
the two groups C and B, and over the two groups C

and I. We also found that our test, administered after
assignment and sequence had been taught, showed a
strongly significant difference between those who used
the correct models and those who did not.

In experiment 2, involving 71 subjects at the Uni-
versity of Newcastle, we discovered that most had pre-
vious programming experience. There was no signif-
icant effect of consistency in the 19 who reported no
prior experience; there was in the 46 who did claim
experience, essentially due to the CM2 subjects who
had the correct models before the course began.

In experiment 3, involving 75 students at Middle-
sex University, we found no significant differences.

In experiment 4, involving 58 students at the Uni-
versity of Sheffield, we found a significant effect of
consistency in those with no programming experience.

In experiments 5 and 6 all or almost all of the
participants had the correct models before the course
commenced, and hence our test was irrelevant.

Experiment 7 tested subjects after the course had
finished, revealing a commendable efficiency in pro-
gramming instruction but also making prediction im-
possible.

In experiments 1 and 3 we explored correlations
between consistency and students’ performance on an
assessment item which was a plausible surrogate for a
final course examination, while the other experiments
used final results in the course.

Apart from experiment 1, for which the informa-
tion is not available, we have used the same group-
ings (programming experience yes/no, consistency
CM2/C0/other) in each of the analyses.

5 Conclusions and further work

When we began this work we had high hopes that we
had found a test that could be used as an admissions
filter to reduce the regrettable waste of human effort
and enthusiasm caused by high failure rates in uni-
versities’ first programming courses. We can see from
the experiments reported above that our test doesn’t
work if the intake is already experienced, and in ex-
periment 3 didn’t work at all. We cannot claim to
be separating the programming goats from the non-
programming sheep: experiment 3 demolishes the no-
tion that consistent subjects will for the most part
learn well, and others for the most part won’t. And
even in the most encouraging of our results, we find a
50% success rate in those who don’t score C0 or CM2.

None the less, some of our results indicate that
there may be something going on with consistency.
There is a case for continuing our investigations.

In the meantime we present this work as a case
study in good science. Having some preliminary re-
sults that appeared extremely promising, we and col-
leagues have refined the test instrument, conducted
further experiments, and applied the appropriate
analysis. It is unfortunate that the outcome does not
live up to the initial promise, but it has not quite
closed the door on our explorations.

As well as continuing to investigate the phe-
nomenon of consistency, we intend in the future to
interview subjects, asking them why they answer the
questions as they do. In addition, we shall investigate
whether there is any significant difference between the
way male and female subjects answer the questions.
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